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UNIVERSI1'Y OP MARYLAND, ~

October 8th, 1858. r
PROF. CUARI,ES FRICK:

Dear Sir :-Thc undersigned, a committee on the part of the" Medical Class"

of the University of Maryland, would offer our sincere thanks for your able and in-

structive "Introductory Address," and earnestly request a copy of the same, for

publication. Respectfully,
JOSEPH L. OLIVER,

GEORGE WENTZ,

CHARLES OLARK,

OLINTON WAGNER,

JAMES J. BEOKENBAUGH,

INILLIA:lf H. OSBORN.

Ihl/rIMOm" October 8th, 1858.

Gmtlemen :-1 feel much gratified with the request the Medical Class have ap-

pointed you to make, and accordingly enclose you the manuscript of my Introductory

Address, delivered last evening; but I do so with some hesitation, as it was written

hastily, and with no view to publicatiou.

I submit it to you, however, with all its imperfections, hoping that duriug the

ensuing course of lectures, the truth of the doctrine I have endeavored to set forth,

may be more and more deeply impressed on your minds, and that whatever of good

it may contain, will serve as another link between the class and their sincere friend,

OHARLES FlUOK.

']'0 Messrs. OLIVER, 'VENT~, CLARK, IVAO~F.RJ BECKENIlA(;OB and OSRORN.



ADDRESS.

I am here to-night, gentlemen, on the part of the faculty, to
occupy your time for a brief period, with a few introductory
remarks, to the course of lectures you are about to commence,
and it seems to me most proper that I should endeavor to lay
before you, many of whom are here present for the first time) a
general out-line of the aims and objects of the profession you
are about to engage in-what that profession is, how its study
is to be pursued, and the ends it is capable of attaining. You
have embarked in a pursuit, which, when properly e~ercised,
is certainly one of the most useful and honorable among the
occupations of man. But its study requires untiring industry,
and indefatigable attention; and you should be impressed at
the outset with the fact, that it is only by care and diligence,
that you can acquire those principles, which are to serve as the
foundation for your future success. And it would be well for
everyone who undertakes the study of medicine, to kno~ at
the beginning, that whatever may be his powers of application,
and however brilliant his talents, there is scope enough in it for
a lifes devoted industry; and that to acquire during the limited
period usually allotted to his students career, even such knowl-
edge as may fit him to commence its practice, will demand all
the energy and perseverance at his command. But it may be
attained by honest application. A way opens among the hills
for him who advances, and difficulties are always greater at a
distance, than when fairly met. It is true that the subjects
that will be presented to you, are very numerous, and that each
one of them has almost countless ramifications of detail. You
will find, however, that the acquisition of one, opens the way
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for that of others; and as you progress, you will be astonished
at the improvement of your own powers, and the comparative
ease, with which, at length, you pursue the acquisition of new
branches of knowledge.
I propose this evening, to speak to you of the present position

of medicine,-of the mode in which it is to be studied,-and
the relation that the application of remedies bears to disease.
Medicine has not yet attained the exactitude of mathematics

as a science, and perhaps it is impossible, in the nature of
things, that it ever can. Its results are not susceptible of the
same demonstrative proof, and there are many reasons by which
this imperfection, as well as the slow progress it has made,
may be explained.
First of these is the circumstance, that there has always been

much to undo; genius and eloquence have not always been
allied with philosophic power, and the gifts when misdirected,
have often tended rather to propagate error, than to confirm,
or discover truth. In place of adhering rigorously to the
positive method, by which alonc medic~l science can be ad-
vanced, the highest intellects formerly wasted their powers
.in profound reasoning on speculations not founded in observa-
tion, but in the delusive fancies of ingenious men. Still, much
exact information has been acquired, so that a close and pro-
found study of the recqrded facts and experience of ages) and
the daily habit of carefully observing nature for yourselves,
will enable you to pronounce with almost certainty upon the
existence of certain morbid states, and to exhibit such agents,
as will, to a certain degree, modify or control them. But its
.study can only be legitimately pursued, by weighing carefully
with unprejudiced minds, the results of well conducted and ac-
.curate observation.
All advance has been made but in this way, and it is inter-

'esting to remark how thoroughly the maxims of the great law-
giver of science, apply to the past and future aspects of our
profession. As there is no science which is based upon so
many others, and which therefore requires so wide a field of
observation and experience i-SO there is none, which has suf-
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fered so much from that hasty generalization, that mama for
theorizing, and that too early reduction of knowledge to a
system) against which Bacon especially warned the thinking
part of mankind. One after another, successive waves of medi-
cal opinion, have dashed against, and taken the fluctuating
sands of the public mind; each so closely followed, and imita-
ting the other, that it requires a glance over the vista of ages,
to assure ourselves of the real progress of the science. We
have had by turns, the doctrines of the vitalists, of the humo-
ralists, and the solidists ;-the chemical and mechanical doc-
trines ;-thc doctrine of irritability, and that of contro stimu-
lism ;-the Brunonian and the Cullenian; that of Broussais,
and that of Rush ;-these are but a few out of the many, that
have existed and do exist, working evil, and still new ones are
being generated. Each of these has been countenanced by
some facts, and argued with some plausibility; otherwise they
would never have been received at all. For I cannot think,
that any belief can obtain a strong hold on the minds of men,
even for a time, that has not in its essence some germ of truth.
But all these systems, as a whole, have been alike untrue,
or all have been alike illogical; and in spite of the vast differ-
ence in the mental and moral organizations of the several foun-
ders,-the brilliant and cultivated intellect of the one, or the
ignorance and clownishness of the other,-the pure motives of
the sage, or the avaricious capacity of the empiric,-they all
stand in this main respect, upon aperfect equality. To pursue a
well known and beautiful simile,-" we need but apply one
drop ot logic, and the clear and resplendent solution of the
theory, becomes turbid with self contradiction, and finally
throws down its measurable precipitate of error."
In addition to this tendency of theorising, and inventing

new doctrines, which I have said, is the great bane ofmedicine,
there is another circumstance, which in these latter days is 'a
very fruitful source of error. This is to attach undue import-
ance to one particular channel of research, and underrate all
other modes. And it is in this way that the chemist and the
microscopist have brought discredit upon their labours. Ac-
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cordingly, we find at the present day, individuals who are 1Il-

clined to advocate two opposite extremes i-the one ignorin'g
entirely, the resnlts obtained by these artificial aids, and the
other advocating too strenuously, their employment.
I need scarcely say that here the truth lies, as it always does,

between the two; and if on the one hand, ingenious minds have
been unquestionably led too far by seemingly practical results,
yet on the other, the researches thus made have not been with-
out profit.
The apparent antagonism, between the clinical. teacher

and the microscopist, seems to be that each underrates
and undervalues the other-whereas, the two are mutually de-
pendent. Thc surgeon who recognizes what he thinks to be a
cancerous tumor, by various phenomena appreciable to his un-
aided senses, and refuses the aid of the microscopist, is equally
at fault with the latter, who pretends to pronounce a definite
opinion, from the inspection of an infinitismal portion submit-
ted to his lenses, unassisted by other means. The one should
rely upon and demand assistance from the 'other. The sur-
geon should recognize to the best of' his ability, the character
of the diseased mass) and then call to his aid, the microscope,
which, by revealing more minutely the special elements of
which the structure is composed, will enable him to arrive at
a more correct opinion than if he had rejected other assistance.
And so also with chemistry. This science which has so

beautifully explained most of the varied and recondite phe-
nomena of nature, which surround us on all sides, has been in
a peculiar sense, the hand-maid of medicine, and all that re-
lates to it. Not only in the internal changes, which moment
by moment are passing in our own bodies, but in all that can
influence, and affect these changes, does it playa most import-
ant part; and not a step can the physiologist advance, without
the chemist; but he must employ chemistry as a means of ex-
ploration, not of deduction-as an instrument, and not an aim.
Vital processes, it is true, depend on chemical processes, but
they are not chemical ;:1nd cannot, therefore, be explained by
chemistry. There is a something special in vi~al phenomena,
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which necessarily transcends chemical investigation. vVe can
not explain what vitality is, or in what the speciality ofits phe-
nomena ultimately rests; but we are assured that it is some-
thing quite unlike what goes on in the chemist's laboratory;
and demands other tests than those furnished at his hande.e--
No analysis of a nerve will ever throw light upon sensibility;
no arrangement of chemical formules , will explain the form
and properties of a vitalized cell. A machine may be taken to
pieces; and the action and interaction of each wheel and chain
explained, by physical laws; but we cannot take a tissue to
pieces, and from its elements, deduce its properties.
It is the height of folly, for any individual, or set of indi-

viduals to attempt the erection of a new medical edifice; their
true business, as well as ours, is to embellish and complete that
which has been growing for ages, by the labour of sturdy work-
men of every age and clime. This noble and stupendous tern-
ple, in whose solidity we place our earthly faith, the plan of
which was conceived, and the foundations Iaid by Hippocrates;
like the massive Gothic cathedrals of the old world, has been
the work of successive centuries, carried on by many genera-
tions of men, and under various dynasties. Some portions
have been most elaborately polished, others are not as yet corn-
pleted. New crypts, new chapels, and new turrets, have been
added. Repairs, improvements and alterations have been
made ; and though the work of different hands, though differ-
ing in detail, and though stamped with the features and the
tastc of the period at which they were added, still they blend
into one grand harmonious and useful whole, increasing the com-
modiousness, and heightening the beauty of the original struct-
ure. And it is not for us to decry the labours of the great minds
that have preceeded us. Each and all have aided in some de-

I gree in uprearing the mighty structure of human knowledge
and intelligence. Errors they taught nndoubtedly ; but they
were errors oftentimes inseparable from the limited means of
exploration they possessed. Nor are we wiser than our gene-
ration. There is progress in everything, and much of what we
teach as true to-day, will be otherwise considered by the gene-
ration that is to come after us.
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At the present time, genuine medicine has no particular
system. It embraces no sect, nor does it advocate any exclu-
sive dogmas. It seeks not to bend facts to theories-but la-
bours to establish truth, on the basis of sound, accurate and
impartial observation. But even now, in spite of the rapid
strides it has made within the last forty years, we feel that we
have but passed the portal which guards the access to its halls.
There are many parts of the body whose structure we scarcely
know, even aided by the perfection of modern microscopes, and
the unwearied labours of hundreds of observers. 'I'he chemi-
cal reactions of the various constituents of the human frame, is
still, in many respects a mystery; and the functions of many
large organs arc far from being clearly understood. vVe know
little of the physiological effect of some of our most important
medicaments, and of the pathological processes concerned in
many diseases.
But this confession is to me not a humiliating one-on the

contrary-I hold it as a manifest proof of our vastly superior
information, and of the advance toward a better system of
medicine. It is something at any rate to have knocked away
the stays of ignorance and prejudice which" girded up the
loins of old medicine." Our advances in the power of curing
the sick, which after all should be the chief aim, may be small,
but in one sense the progress is admirable. We have begun
to learn the bounds and limits of our powers as physicians) and
curers of disease; we are beginning to learn what we can do
and what we cannot do ; and we cease to arrogate to ourselves
the merit of those kind offices which nature, and not our art,
has performed. If we have gained nothing more than the be-
ing rid of the vicious theories which, in times gone by, directed,
and of' course viciously directed, the hands of the practitioner
to his work, our gain is immense. Error was, as I have said,
an essential and necessary associate of the practice of former
days. It is not so now; our errors are, in a great measure,
voluntary, and for them we are responsible. We can mark
where our positive knowledge ends; and we are capable of es-
timating at their true value, the worth of the theories, and of
the practice which we follow in curing disease.



Such, then, gentlemen, is the present position of medicine;
but it is necessary that I should give you a more detailed in-
sight of the mode of pursuing this study; and it is desirable
for you to know what medical knowledge includes, and what
are the various secondary departments of this knowledge.

In the first place, before you can comprehend the diseased
conditions of the body, it will be necessary to understand its
healthy uses. Hence, arises the primary division of medical
knowledge; that which relates to the human body in health.
But to know how to treat disease, which is the end and aim of
your studies, you must first know what disease is; and what
are its manifestations; and, hence arises the second division,
or that which relates to the human body in disease; and as
the knowledge of disease alone, will not enable you to suggest
means for its removal, it follows that a third division arises,
that which relates to the nature and effects of remedies. But
neither the knowledge of diseases, nor of remedies, will of
themselves suffice for the proper adaptation of the one to the
other; and, hence the fourth division of medical knowledge,
that which pertains to the principles or rules, which regulate
the administration of remedies, for the arrest, the compensa-
tion, or the cure of disease; and, lastly, there is a fifth division,
which is an elimination of the whole, and develops the relations
of medicine to jurisprudence.
Under the first head, is systematic and demonstrative anat-

amy, histology, physiological chemistry and physiolo?:y.-
Under the second, general and special morbid anatomy, patho-
logical histology, pathological chemistry and pathology. Un-
der the third head, chemistry, materia medica, dietetics and
hygiene. Under the fourth, there is systematic and clinical
medicine, with systematic and clinical surgery. While the
fifth includes toxicology and jurisprudence. Systematic anato-
my teaches that the body is composed of bones, ligaments,
muscles, vessels, nerves and glands; demonstrative anatomy,
shows the relation of these parts as they appear upon dissec-
tion, or as they are found combined in particular regions of
the body. With the description of individual parts, and their
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relations to each other, the functions of anatomy may be said
to terminate; but it tells nothing of the real nature of bone and
muscle-nothing of their development and metamorphosis-e-no-
thing of their matured structure, or of their elements. Here,
however, histology comes forward, and demonstrates what anato-
my fails to do. It records the fact that bone and muscle, are
not the primary elements of the human body. It proves that
the ultimate tissues of the anatomist are but the proximate cle-
ments of the histologist ;-that bone and muscle and gland
are compound structures, made up of a number of elementary
ones, to which have been applied the terms, cell, membrane
and fibre. Histology further reveals, that the majority if not
all these structural clements [LtC modifications of cells; and
that they spring originally from one cell, the human ovum.
Considered in this light, histology may be said to be the his-
tory of the human ovum ;-from the first moment of its devel-
opment, up to that period when its individuality becomes
merged, through a series of changes, as wonderful as they are
minute, into the perfect organs and tissues of adult life. Phy-
siological chemistry then comes into play, and considers the
physical changes coincident with: and consequent upon devel-
opment; and after development has ceased, the chemical
changes involved in the processes of nutrition, secretion anel
waste,-of respiration, and theevolution of animal heat. Whilo,
lastly, physiology comprehends all these, and combines them, as
it were, in one science. It treats ofthe laws of development, and
meta morphosis, of the functions of the structural elements, tis-
sues and organs; of the laws by which they are regulated and
associated; of their relations to each other, and to the whole
economy; of the manifestations of sensation, and its relations
to the body; and of the conditions required for the preserva-
tion of health, and the prevention of disease.
Such then is a general outline of the aim and objects included

in the study of Anatomy and Physiology, upon which all know-
ledge of medicine and surgery must be based.
With this ground work you are better prepared to appreciate

the lessons derived from systematic instruction in surgery and
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medicine; where the accidents or morbid phenomena of each
separate portion of the human body are passed in detail, and
where their causes, progress, symptoms and termination are all
considered; in which broad general principles are inculcated,
and where the results of minute and accurate observations are
grouped together; and the mutual relation of apparently incon-
sistent details, is reduced to a natural order, and its appropri-
ate place assigned to each. Clinical instruction is the supple-
ment to this. It illustrates and applies to individual cases, the
principles derived from systematic teaching, shows you disease
as it is, points out the way of learning to observe for yourselves,
and enables you to acquire practically that manual dexterity,
and that perception of physical diagnosis, which no general in-
struction ever can convey.
There still remains however a most important division of

study. That indeed for which all the rest has been but the
preparation. In connection with the other branches, you will
already have been taught the physical and chemical properties
of all of those agents, commonly called remedies, by which the
various functions and structures of the human body are influ-
enced, modified or altered; to furnish which the whole do-
main of natural science and art has been put into requisition,
and to the store of which the ingenuity of man, is constantly
making new additions. You have now to learn the relation
that these agents bear to disease. And here too we must adopt
that very method which we have seen is the only means appli-
cable to a correct knowledge of the other branches of medicine;
and which indeed common sense has from time immemorial
pursued; but with this important difference for the latter, that
instead of allowing it to be as hitherto, wholly empirical, we
must subject it to the rigour, caution, and precision which char-
acterize true science. It has been alledged that the advance in
Therapeutics has been less marked, than in the other divisions
of medicine. 'I'hat the mode in which those agents, univer-
sally acknowledged to be the most ·decidedly curative, as mer-
cury, arsenic, iodine, and opium, produce their effects, is en-
tirely unknown. 'I'his however is scarcely correct, and if we
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are ignorant of the exact modus operandi of these substances,
we are yet well informed of the effects they occasion. And may
not the same objection be urged in regard to the other departments
of medical science. We cannot explain how nervous commu-
nication produces sensation, how miasma occasions disease, nor
do we understand "that inscrutable and essential essence, so
cunningly wedded to the organism, that mysterious principle
Life, which is the source of all activity, and the power which
evokes all the phenomena of health and disease."
You will learn, however, as far as can be explained, thc ef-

fects of these age)1ts upon the healthy structure, the mode in
which they are produced, and what experience has proved of
their influence over diseased conditions.
Such then gentleme'n, is a general summary of thc instruc-

tion you are about to receive; and I cannot too strongly insist,
that although all science is necessarily based on the most ex-
tensive,' minute, and accurate knowledge of details, yet such
knowledge is not science; it is the condensation of masses of
details into general propositions-the so-called laws-which is
the object of the philosopher; and it is in enumerating and ex-
plaining these laws, that a teacher can mainly assist you; for
by so doing, he furnishes you with a clue to the apparent irregu-
lar phenomena of nature, and gives you an interest in, and a
reason for remembering, the seemingly most trivial minutiai;
but on the other hand that practical familiarity with these de-
tails, which can alone give to whatever you thus learn, the value
of real knowledge, cannot be taught in the lecture room, but
must result from your own private labor.
If this be a general summary of medical instruction, you will

naturally he led to inquire, its practical bearing. How far at
the present day has the curative art advanced, and what is the
true position that the physician occupies in his ministrations
towards disease. All, or nearly all morbid proceDses, are little
more than efforts of nature to relieve the system of something
within it, which is injurious to its well-being, or to repair the
injuries which it has sustained. It is the physician's part
rather to guide the patient happily through the disease which
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oppresses him, than to attempt suddenly to arrest or destroy it·
vVe are little more than nature's handmaids here. vVe do not
heal the torn skin, or the broken bone; we only abstract the
patient from those conditions, and those surronnding circum-
stances, which may arrest the healing in the one case, or the
union in the other; for the spcciul act of healing is as much a
vital action, as the growth of the individual himself. The
elimination of tubercles from the lung, involves a diseased pro-
cess, and generally of a most fatal nature, but still that diseased
process is necessary to its elimination, and with it, the physician
does not directly interfere. He can only hope so to regulate
and guide it, as to bring a happy issue with its termination.
Nor to effect this, is it necessary that constant recourse must

bc had to drugs. It IS at the bedside only, you can learn to
appreciate the true value of these agents, and you will hereaf-
ter be gradually led to form your own opinion on this impor-
tant subject. But if anywhere in medicine it is in this depart-
ment, that no rash conclusions should be formed. It is here,
that hasty generalization proves particularly dangerous; and
it is here, that you will be especially called upon to cultivate
that modesty of judgment, which is the main distinction be-
tween the man of scientific acquirements) and the empiric; and
for this reason I cannot impress too strongly upon you, that you
are not to regard the contents of tho Pharmacopceia, as thc sole
means at your command of treating disease. Best, abstinence,
and other dietetic measures; the whole doctrine of hygiene
and regimen of body and mind,·-form as essential a depart-
ment of materia medica and therapeutics, as any of the drugs
that will be presenteel to your notice. You will avoid one of the
,clangers, more fatal to snccess inyour profession, scepticism as
to the resources of your art, by duly appreciating all these
points at the very commencement, apd you will have ample op-
portunity of studying and estimating their importance, as soon
as you enter into the practical performance of your duties, as
medical men. But you will save .yourselves much thought and
care, .if you learn early to understand the proper scope of the
curative agents at your command; nor shall we desert the
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legitimate paths of scientific medicine, if we turn all the gifts
provided by nature, and multiplied and adapted by her hand-
maidens, Chemistry and Physiology, to account.
Such views are very different from the doctrines taught of

old, when remedies and disease were supposed to stand in that
reciprocal relation to each other, that the same remedies would
always be found applicable to the same diseases; and' if we are
unwilling to accord the same direct curative agency to drugs,
as was formerly attributed to them, we do not the less acknowl-
edge the virtue of medicines, or their power of so modifying
diseased conditions as to produce a favorable result.
I have now, gentlemen, hastily discussed the present position

of medicine, the progressive order in which its study is to be
pursued, and the practical results it is capable of attaining.
Nor will I pretend to conceal from you the fact that ours is an
arduous profession, and the path to distinction in it difficult to
climb. You cannot expect that all will be clear to you at once;
but of what pursuit in life, may not the same be said. The
temple of wisdom is placed upon an eminence far beyond the
reach of the idle or the dissolute. Its sacred precincts can only
be entered by those, who from a sense of duty have borne the
heat and burden of the day;-and who with steadfast and
unfaltering step have pursued their onward course, unallured I

by the blandishments of folly, and undeterred by the difficul-
ties of the way. For the first year, and perhaps even more,
you will be forced to work on, under much discouragement,
from the apparent complexity of your studies. It is difficult
at first to see the true relations of different subjects to each
other, or estimate the true value of the various subdivisions of
knowledge. But patience and energy will overcome all this,
and in the course of time be assured that with an increasing
knowledge of details, you will gain clear ideas of the whole.
Do not endeavor to grasp too much at once, anti although in

the study of any branch of science, more particularly medicine,
I would by no means advise the acquisition of merely superfi-
cial knowledge; yet nevertheless this kind of study has some
advantages, and to a certain degree is at the beginning neces-
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sary. The sculptor who develops from the rough stone, the
.semblance of ideal beauty ;-01' the painter who transfers to
Ins canvass the representation of what is good, and great, and
heroic, and true, in this our human existence, so that they
live to speak to, and awaken, the best and noblest emotions in
after generations ;-begins at first, with the outline of his
thought merely. The rough block is rounded off, and the dark
canvass receives its first impress of the yet hidden beauty. But
by degrees the perfect form becomes more and more developed,
till at last it stands out, a beacon and a revelation to all good
men. So with us, our profession is too generally taught by ex-
amining as it were each individual part of it in succession, by
which means the Ienrner often burdens his memory with many
things the connexion of which he does not understand, and
which in a short time are forgotten. If on the other hand a
general skeleton of the whole were at first laid before him, and
gradually filled in, a better understanding would be much
sooner attained; and, in the end a more perfect knowledge ac-
quirecl.
Allow me, gentlemen, before closing this discourse fa spe,ak

briefly 'of myself.
Thirteen years since, I sat like many of yourselves in these

halls for the first time, a yeung student ;-my heart beating
with bright hopes and filled with warm enthusiasm; receiving
those lessons and acquiring that fondness for the study of my
profesGion, which has since been to me its own exceeding great
reward. And if with pride I recall these associations, it is not
unmingled with a feeling of diffidence; diffidence because the
habit of lecturing is comparatively new to me,-because the
subjects which will engage our attention, are of vast importance,
being the relation of remedial agents to disease, and because
the time afforded for the prep:n'ation of a course of lectures has
been short, and much interfered with by the pressure of other
engagements. Nevertheless, if in our future association, I can
succeed in exciting within yon some love for the occupation you
have cbosen as the business of your lives ;-and can help to
make you realize that the study of medicine rigMly pursued
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and understood, embraces a wider range, and has a deeper
interest than almost any other human pursuit, I shall feel that·
I have not expended my labor in vain.
And now, in conclusion let me hope, that I have said enough

to induce you to regard with seriousness, the responsibilities
which you are anxious to undertake. In any pursuit in life, and
above all that of medicine, a love for your profession, is one of the
first requisites for success. Coleridge has remarked that it is ne-
cessary to reverence Shakespeare, before it is possible to appre-
ciate him; and in like manner, it is essential that you should
love your profession, before you can succeed in it. But above all,
start at the commencement with a strong sense of the duty yon
owe to yourselves, and to your friends, to cultivate to the best
of your ability, the talents that God has given you. Could we
summon from their graves those gallant hearts, that now lie
entombed, beneath the Arctic's everlasting snows ;-or the
heroes who fell in the glorious charge at Balaldava ;-and ask
of them, their motive for the sacrifice, the answer would be
duty. Duty must be the polar star which is to guide yon
through the shoals and quick-sands of life,-duty to your fellow
men, whose lives may be entrusted to your care;-duty to your
profession, the honor of which you will one day be called upon
to maintain;-and duty to that still small voice of conscience,
which when honestly consulted, will never be consulted in
vain.
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Dear Doctor Dennis:

Recently I came across an old writing which you may find of
interest. It is a copy of an introductory talk by Dr. Charles Frick
given to the entering medical school class of 1858. A biographical sketch
about Frick is about completed and in worldng up the story of his life,
I came across this paper written by a remarkable man.

This introductory talk by Frick rekindled something which may
represent a void in our current obsession to become relevant and to
discard ties with the past. At manylevels today, we speak of high
purpose and dedication but in practice contemporary society has adopted
a more liberal and casual attitude.

WhenI entered the University of Maryland, our class was
privileged to hear several distinguished persons speak on the ideals,
ethics and principles of the medical profession. These were always of
an inspirational nature to which students were always attentive. Your
class had the same experience. Indeed, for twenty or more years during
mytenure here, the entire class had the opportunity to hear similar
carefully prepared dissertations. I recall those of Dr. Pincoffs, Dr.
Krause, Dr. Krantz and others. Whenthey were no longer with us, others
picked up the mantle.

This is no expression of "sour grapes" on mypart since it was
myprivilege to do this for several years. There are others on our campus
who can Hell perform this role. Each year we continue to present short
inspirational talks to college and high school students who comehere for
career day. These seem to be Hell received.

Changes occurred five or more years ago with respect to
indoctrination of new student doctors. Perhaps the new formats are better,
more relevant, less formidable as far as discussion of the dedication
expected in the process of learning and practice.

Mypoint is simple. Has scholarship been thrown to the wind?
Is it inappropriate to advise new young students of medicine that we are
truly in a noble profession, that there are demands and that the dedica-
tion, diligence and hard work are ultimately compensated for by rewards
later on?
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Charles Frick's talk would fit into things just as well Ln, 1978
as it did in 1858.

These thoughts crossed mymind when this splendid talk came
into view.

Sincerely yours,

0?JJ6/~L
Th~ore) E. odw • D.
frof es: 'and ad

TW/cg

cc: Dr. Morton Rapoport


